In a series of four papers we determine structures whose existence is dual, in the sense of complementary, to the existence of stars or combs. In the first paper of our series we determined structures that are complementary to arbitrary stars or combs. Stars and combs can be combined, positively as well as negatively. In the second and third paper of our series we provided duality theorems for all but one of the possible combinations.
Introduction
Two properties of infinite graphs are complementary in a class of infinite graphs if they partition the class. In a series of four papers we determine structures whose existence is complementary to the existence of two substructures that are particularly fundamental to the study of connectedness in infinite graphs: stars and combs. See [1] for a comprehensive introduction, and a brief overview of results, for the entire series of four papers ([1, 2, 3] and this paper).
In the first paper [1] of this series we found structures whose existence is complementary to the existence of a star or a comb attached to a given set U of vertices, and two types of these structures turned out to be relevant for both stars and combs: normal trees and tree-decompositions. A comb is the union of a ray R (the comb's spine) with infinitely many disjoint finite paths, possibly trivial, that have precisely their first vertex on R. The last vertices of those paths are the teeth of this comb. Given a vertex set U , a comb attached to U is a comb with all its teeth in U , and a star attached to U is a subdivided infinite star with all its leaves in U . Then the set of teeth is the attachment set of the comb, and the set of leaves is the attachment set of the star. Given a graph G, a rooted tree T ⊆ G is normal in G if the endvertices of every T -path in G are comparable in the tree-order of T , cf. [5] . For the definition of tree-decompositions see [5] .
As stars and combs can interact with each other, this is not the end of the story. For example, a given vertex set U might be connected in a graph G by both a star and a comb, even with infinitely intersecting sets of leaves and teeth. To formalise this, let us say that a subdivided star S dominates a comb C if infinitely many of the leaves of S are also teeth of C. A dominating star in a graph G then is a subdivided star S ⊆ G that dominates some comb C ⊆ G; and a dominated comb in G is a comb C ⊆ G that is dominated by some subdivided star S ⊆ G. Thus, a star S ⊆ G is undominating in G if it is not dominating in G; and a comb C ⊆ G is undominated in G if it is not dominated in G.
In the second paper [2] of our series we determined structures whose existence is complementary to the existence of dominating stars or dominated combs. Like for 2 CARL BÜRGER AND JAN KURKOFKA arbitrary stars and combs, our duality theorems for dominating stars and dominated combs are phrased in terms of normal trees and tree-decompositions.
In the third paper [3] of the series we determined structures whose existence is complementary to the existence of undominated combs. Our investigations showed that the types of complementary structures for undominated combs are quite different compared to those for stars, combs, dominating stars and dominated combs. On the one hand, normal trees are too strong to serve as complementary structures, which is why we considered more general subgraphs instead. Tree-decompositions on the other hand are dynamic enough to allow for duality theorems, even in terms of star-decompositions-which are too strong to serve as complementary structures for stars, combs, dominating stars or dominated combs.
Among all the combinations of stars and combs, there is only one combination that we have yet to consider: undominating stars. Here, in the fourth and final paper of the series, we determine structures whose existence is complementary to the existence of undominating stars. The types of complementary structures for undominating stars differ from those for stars, combs, dominating stars and dominated combs-surprisingly in the same way the types of complementary structures for undominated combs differ from them.
To begin, normal trees are too strong to serve as complementary structures for undominating stars: if G is an uncountable complete graph and U = V (G), then G contains no undominating star attached to U but G has no normal spanning tree. However, if G contains no undominating star attached to U and U happens to be contained in a normal tree T ⊆ G, then the down-closure of U in T forms a locally finite subtree H. In this situation H witnesses that U is tough in G in that only finitely many components meet U whenever finitely many vertices are deleted from G. This property gives a candidate for a subgraph that might serve as a complementary structure, even when U is not contained in a normal tree. Call a graph G tough if its vertex set is tough in G, i.e., if deleting finitely many vertices from G always results in only finitely many components. It is well known that the tough graphs are precisely the graphs that are compactified by their ends, cf. [9]. Our first duality theorem for undominating stars is formulated in terms of tough subgraphs: Theorem 1. Let G be any connected graph and let U ⊆ V (G) be any vertex set. Then the following assertions are complementary:
(i) G contains an undominating star attached to U ;
(ii) there is a tough subgraph H ⊆ G that contains U .
As our second duality theorem for undominating stars, we also find star-decompositions that are complementary to undominating stars:
Theorem 2. Let G be any connected graph and let U ⊆ V (G) be any vertex set. Then the following assertions are complementary:
(i) G contains an undominating star attached to U ; (ii) G has a tame star-decomposition such that U is contained in the central part and every critical vertex set of G lives in a leaf 's part.
Here, a finite vertex set X ⊆ V (G) is critical if infinitely many of the components of G − X have their neighbourhood precisely equal to X. Critical vertex sets were introduced in [13]. As tangle-distinguishing separators, they have a surprising background involving the Stone-Čech compactification of G, Robertson and Seymour's tangles from their graph-minor series, and Diestel's tangle compactification, cf. [12, 14, 6] . For the definitions of 'tame' and 'live', see Section 3. Tame tree-decompositions have finite adhesion sets. While the wordings of our two duality theorems for undominating stars are similar to those of the duality theorems for undominated combs, their proofs are not. In fact, a whole new strategy is needed to prove these two theorems. The starting point of our strategy will be a very recent generalisation [10] of Robertson and Seymour's tree-of-tangles theorem from their graph-minor series [14] .
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 establishes our duality theorem for undominating stars in terms of end-compactified subgraphs. Section 3 proves our duality theorem for undominating stars in terms of star-decompositions. In Section 4 we summarise the duality theorems of the complete series.
Throughout this paper, G = (V, E) is an arbitrary graph. We use the graph theoretic notation of Diestel's book [5] , and we assume familiarity with the tools and terminology described in the first paper of this series [1, Section 2]. For definitions and basic properties regarding separation systems refer to [7].
Tough subgraphs
In this section, we prove our duality theorem for undominating stars in terms of tough subgraphs: Theorem 1. Let G be any connected graph and let U ⊆ V (G) be any vertex set. Then the following assertions are complementary:
(ii) G has a tough subgraph that contains U .
We remark that the tough graphs are precisely the graphs that are compactified by their ends, see [9] . We prove that (i) and (ii) are complementary by proving that both ¬(i) and (ii) are equivalent to the assertion that U is tough in G. That ¬(i) is equivalent to U being tough in G will be shown in Lemma 2.1, and that (ii) is equivalent to U being tough in G will be shown in Theorem 2.2. It will be convenient to make this detour because U being tough in G is easier to work with than G not containing an undominating star attached to U . While the proof of Theorem 2.2 takes the rest of this section, that of Lemma 2.1 is easy and we shall provide it straight away. Recall that a finite set X of vertices of an infinite graph G is critical if the collection
is infinite, where C X is the collection of all components of G − X. A critical vertex set X of G lies in the closure of M , where M is either a subgraph of G or a set of vertices of G, if infinitely many components inC X meet M .
Proof of Lemma 2.1. If U is tough in G then no critical vertex set of G lies in the closure of U . We know by [1, Lemma 2.9] that every infinite set of vertices in a connected graph has an end or a critical vertex set in its closure. Therefore, every infinite subset U ⊆ U has an end of G in its closure and, in particular, there is always a comb in G attached to U . Thus, every star in G attached to U must be dominating.
Conversely, if U is not tough in G, then there is a finite vertex set X ⊆ V (G) such that some infinitely many components of G − X meet U . Then infinitely many of these components send an edge to the same vertex x ∈ X by the pigeonhole principle. This allows us to make x the centre of a star S attached to U by taking x-U paths in G[x + C], one for each of the infinitely many components C that meet U and have x in their neighbourhood. Now X obstructs the existence of a comb that has infinitely many teeth that are also leaves of S, and so S must be undominating.
Before we turn to the proof of Theorem 2.2, we summarise a few elementary properties that are complementary to containing an undominating star attached to a given vertex set U :
Lemma 2.3. Let G be any connected graph, let U ⊆ V (G) be any vertex set and let ( * ) be the statement that G contains an undominating star attached to U . Then the following assertions are complementary to ( * ):
(i) U is tough in G;
(ii) G has no critical vertex set that lies in the closure of U ;
(iii) U is compactified by the ends of G that lie in the closure of U . If U is normally spanned in G, then the following assertion is complementary to ( * ) as well:
(iv) G contains a locally finite normal tree that contains U cofinally.
Proof. By Lemma 2.1 we have that (i) is complementary to ( * ). The assertions (i) and (ii) are equivalent by the pigeonhole principle, and hence (ii) is complementary to ( * ) as well. Property (iii) is in turn equivalent to (ii) because every graph is compactified by its ends and critical vertex sets in a compactification |G| Γ = G ∪ Ω(G) ∪ crit(G) (see [13] for definitions): For (ii)→(iii) note that the closure U = U ∪ ∂ Ω U of U in |G| Γ is the desired compactification, and for ¬(ii) → ¬(iii) note that for every critical vertex set X in the closure of U the infinitely many components of G − X meeting U give rise to an open cover of U ∪ ∂ Ω U in |G| Γ that has no finite subcover. That (iv) is complementary to ( * ) has already been discussed in the introduction.
Now we turn to the proof of Theorem 2.2. If a graph G has a tough subgraph containing some vertex set U , then clearly U is tough in G. The reverse implication, which states that that for every vertex set U that is tough in G the graph G contains a tough subgraph containing U , is harder to show and needs some preparation.
If U is tough in G, then no critical vertex set of G lies in the closure of U , that is, for every critical vertex set X of G only finitely many components inC X meet U . The collection C (X) of these finitely many components gives rise to a separation (C X \ C (X), X) = (A X , B X ) that we think of as pointing towards B X . As U ⊆ B X for all critical vertex sets X, all the separations (A X , B X ) point towards the tough vertex set U . Hence we have a candidate for a tough subgraph: the intersection
, but it can happen that our candidate is a non-tough induced K ℵ0 ⊆ G with vertex set U , as the following example shows.
For every n ∈ N let A n be some countably infinite set, such that A n is disjoint from every A m with m = n and also disjoint from N. Let G be the graph on N ∪ n∈N A n where every vertex in A n is joined completely to {0, . . . , n}. Then the critical vertex sets are precisely the vertex sets of the form {0, . . . , n}. For every critical vertex set X = {0, . . . , n} the collection of componentsC X consists of the singletons in A n and the component of
Although our approach in its naive form fails, this is not the end of it. We will stick to the idea but perform the construction in a more sophisticated way. For this we shall need the following notation and two structural results from [10] for critical vertex sets in graphs, Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 below. Essentially, these two theorems together will reveal that the separations (A X , B X ) with X critical in G can be slightly modified to form a tree set.
A tree set is a nested separation system that has neither trivial elements nor degenerate elements, cf. [8] . When ( → S , ≤, * ) is a tree set, we also call → S and S tree sets. In our setting, we shall not have to worry about trivial or degenerate separations too much. Indeed, usually our nested sets of separations will consist of separations (A, B) of a graph with neither A \ B nor B \ A empty, and these sets are known to form regular tree sets: tree sets that do not contain small elements.
Let S be any tree-set consisting of finite-order separations of
Thus, if O is any consistent orientation of S, then it defines a part, which in turn induces a subgraph of G. The graph obtained from this subgraph by adding an edge xy whenever x and y are two vertices of the part that lie together in the separator of some separation in O is called the torso of O (or of the part, if O is clear from context). Thus, torsos usually will not be subgraphs of G. We need the following standard lemma:
Lemma 2.4 ([10, Corollary 2.11]). Let G be any graph and let W ⊆ V (G) be any connected vertex set. If B is a part of a tree set of separations of G, then W ∩ B is connected in the torso of B.
Given a collection Y of (in this paper usually finite) vertex sets of G we say that a vertex set
Every critical vertex set of a graph is X -principal: since every two vertices in a critical vertex set X are linked by infinitely many independent paths (these exist asC X is infinite), no two vertices in X are separated by a finite vertex set.
Definition 2.5 ([10, Definition 5.9]). Suppose that Y is a principal collection of vertex sets of a graph G. A function that assigns to every X ∈ Y a subset K (X) ⊆C X is called admissable for Y if for every two X, Y ∈ Y that are incomparable as sets we have either
Theorem 2.6 ([10, Theorem 5.10]). For every principal collection of vertex sets of a connected graph there is a strongly admissable function.
Theorem 2.7 ([10, Theorem 5.11]). Let G be any connected graph, let Y be any principal collection of vertex sets of G and let K be any admissable function for Y. Then for every distinct two X, Y ∈ Y, after possibly swapping X and Y ,
In particular, if ∅ K (X) C X for all X ∈ Y, then the separations {X, K (X)} form a regular tree set for which the separations (K (X), X) form a consistent orientation.
Suppose now that Y is a principal collection of vertex sets of a graph G and that K is an admissable function for Y satisfying ∅ K (X) C X for all X ∈ Y. If T is the regular tree set { {X, K (X)} | X ∈ Y } provided by Theorem 2.7, then we call T a principal tree set of G. By a slight abuse of notation, we also call the triple (T, Y, K ) a principal tree set. In this context, we write O K for the consistent
Corollary 2.8. Let G be any connected graph and let U ⊆ V (G) be any vertex set. If U is tough in G, then there is a principal tree set (T, crit(G), K ) of G satisfying the following two conditions:
(i) no element of K (X) meets U for any critical vertex set X;
(ii) K (X) is a cofinite subset ofC X for every critical vertex set X.
Proof. As U is tough in G, for every critical vertex set X of G only finitely many components inC X meet U ; we write F X for this finite collection. Theorem 2.6 yields a strongly admissable function K for the collection crit(G) of all the critical vertex sets of G. We alter this function by removing F X from K (X) for all X.
Then K is still admissable for crit(G), and K (X) is a cofinite subcollection of C X \ F X for all X. Now Theorem 2.7 says that the separations {X, K (X)} with X critical form a tree set, and that the oriented separations (K (X), X) form a consistent orientation of this tree set.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. If H is a tough subgraph of G covering U , then U is tough in H; in particular, U is tough in G. Conversely, we need to show that for every vertex set U ⊆ V (G) that is tough in G there is a tough subgraph of G containing U . By Corollary 2.8 we find a principal tree set (T, crit(G), K ) so that no element of K (X) meets U for any critical vertex set X. We write B for the part of T that is defined by O K . Note that U is included in B.
First we claim that the torso of the part B is tough. To see this, consider any finite vertex set X ⊆ B. Only finitely many components of G − X meet B: indeed, if infinitely many components of G − X meet B, then by the pigeonhole principle we deduce that a subset X of X is critical in G with infinitely many components inC X meeting B. But then K (X ) must meet B, contradicting that B is the part of T that is defined by O K = { (K (X), X) | X ∈ crit(G) }. Thus G − X has only finitely many components meeting B. By Lemma 2.4 each of these components induces a component of the torso minus X, and so deleting X from the torso results in at most finitely many components.
The tough torso of the part B, however, usually is not a subgraph of G. And the part B usually will not induce a tough subgraph of G. That is why as our next step, we construct a subgraph H of G that imitates the torso of B to inherit its toughness. More precisely, we obtain H from G[B] by adding a subgraph L of G that has the following three properties: Before we begin the construction of L, let us verify that any L satisfying these three properties really gives rise to a tough subgraph H = G[B] ∪ L. For this, consider any finite vertex set X ⊆ V (H). By (L1) every vertex of H − B has finite degree in H, and hence deleting it produces only finitely many new components. Therefore we may assume that X is included in B entirely. Every component of H − X avoiding B is a component of L − X avoiding B, and there are only finitely many such components by (L2). Hence it remains to show that there are only finitely many components of H − X that meet B. We already know that the torso of B is tough, so deleting X from it results in at most finitely many components. Then property (L3) ensures that each of these finitely many components has its vertex set included in a component of H − X. And hence there can only be finitely many components of H − X that meet B.
Finally, we construct a subgraph L ⊆ G satisfying the three properties (L1), (L2) and (L3). Choose ( {x α , y α } ) α<κ to be a transfinite enumeration of the collection of all unordered pairs {x, y} where x and y are distinct vertices in B that lie together in a critical vertex set of G. Then we recursively construct L as a union L = α<κ P α where at step α we choose P α from among all B-paths P in G between x α and y α so as to minimize the number |E(P ) \ E( ξ<α P ξ )| of new edges. (There is a B-path in G between x α and y α since x α and y α lie together in some critical vertex set X of G and K (X) ⊆C X is non-empty.)
We verify that our construction yields an L satisfying (L1), (L2) and (L3). (L1). For this, fix any vertex ∈ L − B. It suffices to show that the edges of L at simultaneously extend to an -B fan in L. To see that this really suffices, use that is not contained in B to find some critical vertex set X of G with ∈ K (X). Then the -B fan at extending the edges of L at must have all its -B paths pass through the finite X, and so there can be only finitely many such paths, meaning that has finite degree in L.
Now to find the -B fan we proceed as follows. For every edge e of L at we write α(e) for the minimal ordinal α with e ∈ E(P α ). Then we write P e for P α(e) , and we write Q e for the -B subpath of P e containing e. The paths Q e form an -B fan, as we verify now. For this, we show that, if e = e are two distinct edges of L at , then Q e and Q e meet precisely in . Let e and e be given. We abbreviate α(e) = α and α(e ) = α . If α = α then Q e ∪ Q e = P α and we are done. Otherwise α < α , say. Then we assume for a contradiction that˚ Q e does meet Q e . Without loss of generality we may assume that Q e starts in and ends in y α . We let t be the last vertex of Q e in˚ Q e . But then the graph x α P e ∪ Q e tP e y α is connected and meets B precisely in the two vertices x α and y α . Consequently, it contains a B-path P between x α and y α . But then P avoids the edge e , so the inclusion E(P ) \ E( ξ<α P ξ ) ⊆ E(P e ) \ E( ξ<α P ξ ) must be proper. Therefore, P contradicts the choice of P α as desired. 8 CARL BÜRGER AND JAN KURKOFKA (L2). For this, fix any finite vertex set X ⊆ B. Let C be the set consisting of all the components of L − X that avoid B. And let F consist of all the edges inside components from C and all the edges of L between components from C and X, i.e., F = E( C ) ∪ E L ( C , X). As every component from C meets some edge from F it suffices to show that F is finite, a fact that we verify as follows. Every edge in F lies on a path P α , and since P α is a B-path between x α and y α we deduce {x α , y α } ∈ [X] 2 . Thus the finite edge sets of the paths P α with {x α , y α } ∈ [X] 2 cover F . Since X is finite so is [X] 2 , and hence there are only finitely many such paths, meaning that F is finite.
(L3). This property holds by construction. As (L1), (L2) and (L3) are now verified we conclude that L is as desired, which completes the proof of our first main result.
Star-decompositions
In this section we prove our second main result, a duality theorem for undominating stars in terms of star-decompositions, Theorem 2 below.
Before we state the theorem, let us recall the following definitions from [1, Section 3.5]. A finite-order separation {X, C } of a graph G is tame if for no Y ⊆ X both C and C X \ C contain infinitely many components whose neighbourhoods are precisely equal to Y . The tame separations of G are precisely the finite-order separations of G that respect the critical vertex sets: An S ℵ0 -tree (T, α) is tame if all the separations in the image of α are tame. As a consequence of Lemma 3.1, if X is a critical vertex set of G and (T, α) is a tame S ℵ0 -tree, then X induces a consistent orientation of the image of α by orienting every tame finite-order separation {A, B} towards the side that contains X and all but finitely many of the components fromC X . This consistent orientation, via α, also induces a consistent orientation of → E(T ). Then, just like for ends, the critical vertex set X either lives at a unique node t ∈ T or corresponds to a unique end of T . As usual, these definitions for S ℵ0 -trees carry over to tree-decompositions.
The proof of this theorem is organised as follows. First, we state without proof a technical theorem, Theorem 3.2 below, and then show how it implies our main result, Theorem 2 above. In a last step we prepare and provide the proof of the technical theorem.
Note that the part of a star σ of separations of a graph G is { B | (A, B) ∈ σ }. Given two oriented separations → s 1 , → s 2 of G we write → s 1 → s 2 if either → s 1 ≤ → s 2 or there is a component C ∈ C for (C , X) = → s 1 such that (C \ {C}, X) ≤ → s 2 . Here is the technical theorem:
Theorem 3.2. Let G be any graph, and let (T, Y, K ) be any principal tree set so that O K defines an infinite part. Then G admits a star σ of finite-order separations such that the following two conditions hold:
(i) the part defined by O K is included in the part of σ;
The technical theorem implies our second main result, Theorem 2:
Proof of Theorem 2. First, we show that at most one of (i) and (ii) holds. By Lemma 2.3 we know that if G contains an undominating star attached to U , then G has a critical vertex X that lies in the closure of U . But then X lives in a leaf's part of the star-decomposition provided by (ii), and it follows that this part does contain infinitely many vertices from U , contradicting that U is contained in the central part and that the separations of the star-decomposition are finite. Now, to show that at least one of (i) and (ii) holds, we show ¬(i)→(ii). By Lemma 2.3 we know that U is tough in G. Then, by Corollary 2.8, we find a principal tree set (T, crit(G), K ) such that, for every critical vertex set X, no element of K (X) meets U and the inclusion K (X) ⊆C X is cofinite. We claim that the star provided by Theorem 3.2 gives a star-decomposition of G meeting the requirements of (ii), a fact that can be verified as follows: First, the separations of the form (K (X), X) with X critical and K (X) a cofinite subset ofC X are tame and thus our star-decomposition is tame. Next, by Theorem 3.2 (i), we have that U is contained in the central part of the star-decomposition. Finally, by Theorem 3.2 (ii), every critical vertex set of G lives in a leaf's part.
Next, we prepare the proof of our technical theorem, Theorem 3.2. First, we will need the following theorem by Kneip. A chain C in a given poset is said to have order-type α for an ordinal α if C with the induced linear order is order-isomorphic to α. The chain C is then said to be an α-chain. Besides this theorem, we will need the following concept of a corridor from [10] . Suppose that ( → T , ≤, * ) is a tree set, and that O is a consistent orientation of r has one orientation that lies above all elements of γ and, in particular, above the supremum of γ. Given → s 1 , → s 2 ∈ γ consider any → s 3 ∈ γ with → s 1 , → s 2 ≤ → s 3 . Then 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose that T is any tree set of separations of any graph G, that O is any consistent orientation of T , and that γ is any corridor of O. Then every finite subset of the separator of the supremum of γ is contained in the separator of some separation in γ.
In particular, if the order of the separations in γ is bounded by some natural number n, then the supremum of γ has order at most n.
Proof. Let us write (A, B) for the supremum of γ and let Y be any finite subset of its separator X := A ∩ B. For every vertex y ∈ Y ⊆ A there is separation (C y , D y ) ∈ γ with y ∈ C y . Since γ is a corridor we find a separation (C, D) ∈ γ lying above all (C y , D y ). Then Y ⊆ C as C includes all C y , and Y ⊆ D because
Before we start with the proof of Theorem 3.2 we need two final ingredients: induced separation systems and parliaments. If Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that there is a sequence ← s 0 < ← s 1 < · · · of separations ← s n ∈ γ * . Note that → s < → r with → s ∈ π m (O) and → r ∈ π n (O) implies m < n. Hence the function g : ω → ω assigning to each n < ω the least k < ω with → s n ∈ π k (O) is strictly decreasing in that g(m) > g(n) for all m < n, contradicting that there are only finitely many natural numbers < g(0).
The corridors of a parliament usually stem from S ℵ0 -trees: 
If → s ω lies in γ, then so do all the other → s n as γ is consistent. Note that → s < → r with → s ∈ π m (O) and → r ∈ π n (O) implies m < n. Hence the function f : ω + 1 → ω assigning to each α ≤ ω the least n < ω with → s α ∈ π n (O) is strictly increasing in that f (α) < f (β) for all α < β, contradicting f (ω) < ω.
Otherwise → s ω lies in γ * . If there is a number N < ω with → s n ∈ γ * for all n ≥ N , without loss of generality N = 0, then γ * has an ω-chain contradicting Lemma 3.7.
Therefore, we may assume that → s n ∈ γ for infinitely many n < ω. Since γ is consistent, → s n ∈ γ for all n < ω follows. Using that γ is a corridor we find a separation Finally, we prove our technical theorem:
Proof of Theorem 3.2. Let (T K , Y, K ) be any principal tree set of a connected graph G so that O K defines an infinite part. We let O be the parliament of O K . Then the tree set → S ℵ0 [O] is regular: for every n ∈ N and every (A, B) ∈ π n (O K ) ⊆ O we have that A \ B contains the non-empty vertex set of the graph K (X) for some X ∈ Y, and B \ A contains all but at most |A ∩ B| ≤ n of the infinitely many vertices of the infinite part defined by O. Therefore, by Theorem 3.8 we find for every corridor γ of O an S ℵ0 -tree (T γ , α γ ) such that α γ is an isomorphism between the edge tree set
In a first step, we will use the S ℵ0 -trees (T γ , α γ ) to define stars σ γ , one for every corridor γ of O, such that their union σ = γ σ γ is a candidate for the star that we seek. Then, in a second step, we will verify that σ is indeed as desired, completing the proof.
First step. We define stars σ γ , one for each corridor γ of O, such that their union σ := γ σ γ is a candidate for the star that we seek. For this, consider any corridor γ of O. Then γ, as it orients the image of α γ consistently, defines either a node or an end of T γ (see Section 2.8 of [1] ).
If γ defines a node t of T γ , then t has precisely one neighbour in T γ . Indeed, γ is the down-closure in
Note that all separations in α γ ( → F t ) are maximal in γ. Hence, if t has two distinct neighbours k 1 and k 2 in T γ , then γ contains a separation → r that lies above both α γ (k 1 , t) and α γ (k 2 , t), contradicting the maximality in the corridor γ of at least one of these two separations (here we also use that α γ (k 1 , t) and α γ (k 2 , t) are distinct for distinct neighbours k 1 and k 2 of t because α γ is injective). Therefore, t is a leaf of T γ . Call its neighbour k. Then α γ (k, t) is the maximal element of the corridor γ, and we let σ γ := { α γ (k, t) }.
Otherwise γ defines an end of T γ from which we pick a ray R γ = v 0 γ v 1 γ . . . all whose edges are oriented forward by γ in that → s n γ := α γ (v n γ , v n+1 γ ) lies in γ for all n ∈ N. Then we let Since all → s n γ have finite order, so do the infima of which σ γ is composed. This technique of turning a ray into a star of separations has been introduced by Carmesin [4] in his 'Proof that Lemma 6.8 implies Lemma 6.7'.
Second step. We prove that σ is as desired. First, we show condition (i), which states that the part defined by O K is included in the part of σ. For every separation It remains to verify condition (ii), which states that for every (K (X), X) ∈ O K there is some → s ∈ σ with (K (X), X) → s . For this, let any vertex set X ∈ Y be given. As O is cofinal in O K ∪ O, there is a separation → s X ∈ O above (K (X), X). Let γ be the corridor of O containing → s X . We check the following two cases.
In the first case, σ γ is a singleton, formed by the maximal element → s of γ, giving (K (X), X) ≤ → s X ≤ → s ∈ σ.
In the second case, σ γ is of the form (1). Then, as O is nested with T K , the separation (K (X), X) induces a consistent orientation of the image of α γ , as follows. The orientation consists of all → r ∈ → S ℵ0 [γ] that satisfy either → r ≤ (K (X), X) or (K (X), X) < ← r. Now this consistent orientation defines either a node or an end of T γ . Since → s X ∈ γ lies above (K (X), X) and since γ * contains no ω-chains by Lemma 3.7, it must be a node t of T γ . Let P = t 0 . . . t k be the t-R γ path in T γ and let n ∈ N be the number with v n γ = t k , see Figure 2 (the ray R γ = v 0 γ v 1 γ . . . was defined right above (1)). We claim that we may assume n = 0. For this, it suffices to show that we may assume that → s 0 γ lies in the orientation that defines t. So let us consider the case that ← s 0 γ instead of → s 0 γ lies in the orientation that defines t. In this case we have either ← s 0 γ ≤ (K (X), X) or (K (X), X) < → s 0 γ . But actually, we cannot have ← s 0 γ ≤ (K (X), X) because otherwise (K (X), X) ≤ → s X would imply that ← s 0 γ ≤ → s X meaning that ← s 0 γ and → s X violate the consistency of γ. Therefore, we must have (K (X), X) < → s 0 γ , and then we are done because → s 0 γ is an element of σ γ . Thus, we may assume n > 0.
If the path P is non-trivial, i.e., if t 0 = t is distinct from t k = v n γ , then we consider the separation → r P = α γ (t k−1 , t k ) ∈ γ associated with the last edge t k−1 t k of P . By the definition of P , the separation ← r P satisfies either ← r P ≤ (K (X), X) or (K (X), X) < → r P . The former inequality would violate the consistency of γ as ← r P ≤ (K (X), X) ≤ → s X would follow (here we use that → S ℵ0 [γ] ⊆ → S ℵ0 [O] is regular to ensure → r P = → s X ). Hence (K (X), X) < → r P . As t k−1 is distinct from v n−1 γ , and
